Week

1. Overview

2. Abstract of the Treatise, esp. material regarding causation
   Treatise, I.III.1-8, 14-15, III.II.1-6, on justice

3. D. G. C. MacNabb, David Hume: His theory of knowledge and morality
   (London: Hutchinson’s University Library, 1951), 171-84


5. David Miller, “Passion, Reason, and Morality,’ in Hume’s Political Thought
   David Miller, “Justice as an Artificial Virtue,” in Hume’s Political Thought

6. Charles E. Cottle, “Justice as Artificial Virtue in Hume’s Treatise,” 16-25 in
   Donald Livingston & Marie Martin, eds., Hume as Philosopher of Society, Politics and History (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 1991), 16-25
   Philip Mercer, Sympathy and Ethics (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1972), 118-34

   The Problem with Justice, 176-201
   The conservative theory of justice, 202-245

   Convention and institutional facts, 246-282
   Convention and the regard for justice, 283-309

Chapter V, Natural Relationships and Civil Society, 105-36
Chapter VI, Past Civilization, 137-71